REFERENCES TO VOJNA, "VETROV" AND RUSJKOV

From: STOCKHOLM
To: MOSCOW
No.: 3942

10 December 1944

To VIKTOR[1].

In reply to number 5795.

VOJNA[11] and "VETROV"[111],

[13 groups unrecoverable]

RUSJKOV[8].

[18 groups unrecoverable]

No. 422
10th December

V.LERLJN[1r]

T.N.: [o] Repeated as RUFJKOV. The version given in the text above is almost certainly correct.

[Comments overleaf]

Distribution
Comments: [i] VIKTOR: probably Lt.-General F.M. PITIN.

[i] Alexej Dorofeevich VOJNIK was in Sweden from 1938 until 25th December 1941 as an attaché and a)Consul of the Soviet Legation in Stockholm from 1938-1941

[iii] The use of inverted commas round this name suggests that it is a surname, but it seems at least possible that the person under reference is Vlkhaj Sergueevich VETROW, who was Counsellor at the Soviet Legation in STOCKHOLM from 31st May 1941 until 16th July 1944.

(iv) VALERIAN: Valley Felix - C. F. N.. x. -

The Soviet Legation in S.